Renovations to J ohnson Residence Hall will begin this summer.

By JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB
NEWS EDITOR

• At their January meeting, the
iBoard of Trustees approved renova-

tion of Johnson residence hall as the
next phase of Colby's ongoing $44
million upgrade of residence and
dining halls. Construction and ren-

mclude changing the quads into 10 percent," said Johnston. In the '95. The College will have to detertriples. Unlike the triples in other course of renovation> because the mine whether it wants to maintain
residence halls, the Johnson triples size of the rooms had to be the current matriculation rate of
will have:one large bedroom for all increa sed and beca u se new decrease it.
the occupants and a common room. Americans with Disabilities Act ; If it is desirable to maintain the
The triples will not have bathrooms. (ADA) regulations had to be current matriculation rate, then the
"Because of the way (the quads) adhered to, the number of beds in administration must increase the
sit on the corridor," explained each dorm had to be reduced. The number of people who live off cam:
Associate Dean of Students for number of beds in Johnson will be pus annually or construct another
Housing Paul E. Johnston/ "you reduced from 82 to 61.
residence hall on campus.
can't carve it up so that everyone
In 1995 the School calculated that
In their January meeting, the
gets a window."
the total loss of beds af ter all the tru stees also auth orized commence .
The singles and doubles will be dorms had been renovated would ment of "planning and fund raisr
expanded and the lounge on the be 144. Anticipating the bed short- ing" for two buildings that have
first floor will be made bigger.
age but desiring to keep matricula- emerged in strategic planning—a
With a larger lounge area, tion at the same
building for the
Johnston anticipates moving the level, the school
social sciences and
unlike other
vending machines from the stair- created
AMS,
interdisciplinary
well to the lounge. The new lounge which houses 141 tri ples, the
study that will
will also have a kitchenette and sep- beds, and thereby Johnson tri ples
support academic
arate study room like the lounge in stabilized the bed
programming iri
will have one
Anthony-Mitchell-Schupf (AMS). count.
public and internaThe laundry room will also be
Averill was large bedroom
tional affairs, and
moved to the first floor and the nex t on the list to
an alumni and
room that currently acts as the laun- be renovated after for a
l the ocudevelopment
~;
dry room, will become the bike Johnson, before
building.
pants and a comroom so that bikes no longer crowd moving on to the
latter]
The
the rear entrance to the dorm.
Roberts'
would free office1
Row MON ROOM.
Renovation of Johnson was part dormitories, but
space in Eustis and .
of a larger 10 to 15-year campus the administration is uncertain Miller, providing some relief for the;
plan created in 1995, explained whether Averill will continu e to be faculty office-space crunch and per-;
Johnston. It was then that the a dorm or be converted into a facul- haps obviating the need to change
Averill into an administration
BRAD SEYMOUR/THE COLBY ECHO College decided to renovate all the ty office building.
dorms by increasing the size of the
Like Johnson, Averill currently building. Both buildings are still
rooms and the quality of the dormi- houses 82 beds. If the senior staff years away. Trustees also asked the
ovation will begin this summer. tories.
and the Board of Trustees decide to College, as it reviews building pri"In '95 we adopted a standard to change Averill into an administra- orities in the strategic plan, to con .,
Mary Low renovations will also be
achieve a living sp ace rate of 100 tion building, Colby will have to sider further the role of the Cotter!
completed this summer.
Renovations to Johnson will square feet per person, give or take confront the same issues it did in Union in student life.

Single non-lab science course cayses enrollment crunch

By LIZ BOMZE

approximately 200 students signed.
Being new to Colby,Schwartz knew
little abou t the problem and turned
questions over to Chair of the Division
their lecture science requirement this of Natural Science's and Associate
spring were denied the opportunity. Professor of Physics Duncan Tate, who
iAmong all the natural science depart- confirmed that this is not the first time
ments, the only lecture science class this issue has come up. Tate explained
•offered is oceanography (geology 171), that in previous years, the same probtaught by National Science Foundation lem h as occurred, however, the situaFellow and visiting professor Matthew tion was worse because it was a lab sciSchwartz. As a result, th e class mean t ence.
to hold 60 students was overenrolled
"Colby's graduation requirement
by almost four times its capacity with for sciences (the N requirement) is two
Assistant news editor
¦ Many students who sought to fulfill

courses," Tate said, quoting from the
Course Catalogue. "At least one of

there is only one class with out a lab

Because each science department
tries to offer "at least two 'non-majors'
(with or .without lab) courses per year,
in addition to th e 'gateway introductory courses (intended for potential
majors), the situation makes signif icant
demands on the science departments
to cover the non-majors classes as well
as the gateway courses.
"This is a situation that does not
apply in the humanities or social sciences," Tate said. The .issue of how to
balance the ''gateway" classeswith the
"general education" classes, Tate says,

is an ongoing dilemma.
A third reason behind this situation
is th at each department in the natural
science division sets its own curriculum. The drawback is that department
members do not get together to discuss
upcoming curricula. Until classes are
finally determined, there is no sense of
how many lab and non-lab options will
be offered and it is difficult to estimate

use the CBB Centre any longer, we centered around one entirely different
issue: alcohol.
have discontinued the program."
President Adams also cited "a lessMany of this year's London midthan-perfect level of satisfaction years do not deny that alcohol was
among students in the past." quite prevalent while attending the
Specifically, some students faced long program and are certain that alcohol
commutes from their host families' problems are main reasons for the canhomes and other practical concerns.
cellation. Over the past two years there
According to the students on this have been alcohol-related incidences
so serious one stuyear's program,
dent was asked to
the CBB Centre
does not have
leave the program.
Macp herson
enough space to
said, "Although I
house tlie proper
facilities for Colby
am sure the finanfreshmen. At precial reasons for the
sent, Bowdoin
cancellation of the
and Bates send
program do apply,
only juniors to tlie
I am convinced
Centre,
that alcohol-related
while
have
Colby sends both
problems
added to tlie canfreshman
and
juni ors,
cellation decision."
Matt Brewer
If Colby had
'05, another midwanted to add on
to the facilities or
year London sturent a hew space,
dent, has heard
rumors
and
they would have mmm^mmmmmmmmmmm
had to do so on their own without the believes that the program was canfinancial help of the other two colleges, celled "because of excessive drinking
The additional rental space would be and partying."
(or Colby freshman onl y, These
Denney said that "there wns no
changes were not feasible,
connection at nil" between alcohol use
"Our reasons were primarily finan- and the cancellation of the program,
cial," said Adams, "The alternatives but other filudenls believe that Adnms'
were very expensive and wen. more perceived stance on alcohol was a
than we could bear,"
major fnctor,
Jennie Macpherson '05, a mid-yenr
Jesse Morrlsey '04, who participatfrom this year's program said, "We ed In the London program last year
were told that Colby didn 't have said, "I know (hat the program is
enough money to run the program for expensive to run, but I don't think that
freshman ngnin next year, A second th is was the only reason It was cancenter would be needed but It would celled. Bro has taken a very hard line
be too expensive to do that,"
with alcohol on campus nnd it would
Opinions around enmpus as to why not surprise me j f the recent drinking
lhe program wns cancelled hnve nil problems heavily Influenced his deci-

sion."
"Thaf s preposterous," Adams said
in response to the rumors. "The decision had absolutely nothing to do with
drinking."
Denney also strongly denied that
alcohol concerns were involved in the
decision, and said that the suggestion
alcohol issues played a role "took me
by surprise,"
"I just want to put to rest the idea
that alcohol had anything to do with
cancellation of the program, because it
certainly didn't," she said. "It was
never part of the discussion. There is
no particular problem with alcohol in
London that doesn't exist on other programs."
In the end, despite tlie varied opinions between the administration and
the students, the students agreed on
one issue: all are upset over the cancellation.
Despite
glitches,"
"minor
Macpherson said, "Overall, the program was well-run."
In looking at the program as a
whole, Denney spoke to the goals of
Colby-in-London. "The goals of the
program v/ere to provide n high-quality academic and cultural program in
London with nn emphasis on the performing arts, These goals had been
achieved," she said,
The Colby-in-London progra m
gave a few students nn experience that
most freshmen will never receive, "The
London program was probably ihe
best thing that could have happened to
me in terms of going away to college,"
Morrlsey snld, "I think I gained something, an experience, an Independence
that I would not otherwise have
gained. I find it regrettable (hat (he
London program was cancelled,"

that satisfies the N requirement:
GE171. Part of the reason for this is that
which has a significant lab content."
"That is," he continued, "if neces- there are faculty in physics, chemistry,
sary or desired, the student can take and biology who are on sabbatical in
the spring who have not been replaced,
two lab science courses."
"In general, the biology, chemistry, or not replaced fully."
Professors who are not "fully"
physics, and geology departments try
to offer at least one class that satisfies replaced are those who are absent for
the N area requirement (without lab), only a semester. "This year, chemistry
in addition to courses with a lab that is down to one non-majors course for
satisfy the N requirement," explained staffing reasons, and the.physics (nonlab) courses are both in the fall," said
"The situation this spring is that Tate.
'

See CRUNCH continued
on page 2

London program for Feb Fresh discontinued
Power outa ge
shocks students
By MIRANDA SILVERMAN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

By JON SILBERSTEINLOEB
NEWS EDITOR

On Sunday night around 10:30
p.m, much to the dismay of students busy typing away at their
computers, the electrical power to
the entire campus shut down. For
over two hours, students dealt as
best they could with the darkness
until power returned around 12:45
am.
In some residence halls, the
emergency lights ran out and in
others the card readers ceased
working, locking many residents
out of their dorms. Although
many students assumed that the
problem was a result of the weather, a combination of snow and ice,
the problem was due to nn equipment failure at the electrical substation that serves the campus.
According to Central Maine
Power, electricians responded to a
call from a resident on Mnrston
Road nt 8;51 p.m. When they
arrived at the location they found
the transformer on the pole was
"arching," a term, for sparking, It
wns soon discovered that the
problem lay with the substation,
which Is responsible for distributing power over n larger area,
In order to fix the problem ,
electricians from Central Maine
Power had to open the whole circuit, thereby shutting down the
electricity to the Colby campus
nn d Its environs. It took approxi-

mately and hour and a half to get
the necessary parts and fix the
problem before the circuit could
be closed and power restored.
Security
Director
Peter
Chenevert explained that the reason Colby's back-up genera tors
did not come on to alleviate the
problem is because they take four
hours to start up.
"Once we found out it would
take (Central Maine Electric) only
an hour and half to fix the problem, we decided it wasn't worth it
to turn on the emergency generators,,,.!^ heat was still working
and we would have had to go to
all the buildings to change them
over," explained Chenevert.
Chenevert reported only two
incidents on campus during the
outage, both of them in Foss, On
the second floor, someone kicked
in the door of a vending machine
and stole "quite a bit of the cand y
out of it," Chenevert said, "And
down in the dining hall, some students decided to rearrange the
chairs Into some sort of chair
structure. " Chenevert wns not
nwa r e of nny lends In either incident,
"All in nil , it went pretty
smoothly," during the outnge,
Chenevert said. "It just kept us
pretty busy with calls from people
needing to be let in to their
dorms,"

BEDROOMS

With the arrival of this year's "midyear" students comes a new realization: the Colby-in-London program is
no more.
For the past several years, the
Colby-in-London program for firstyear students has been a staple of the
Colby curriculum, along with similar
programs in Dijon , France, and
Salamanca, Spain. During their first
semester in London, freshmen live
with host families and take classes at
the Colby-Bowdoin-Bates (CBB)
Centre. There they gain an immense
amount of cultural experience while
fulfilling requirements such as EN115
and history.
Colby has always boasted that having students spend the fall semester of
their freshman year abroad gives each
class and tlie entire campus a more
worldly prospective and attitude,
Colby-in-London was officially cancelled prior to this year's program,
although this year's Feb Fresh didn't
find out until Nov. 2001, three months
into the program, '
Martha Denney, Director of OffCampus Study, said, "Tlie President
(William D, Adams) and Senior Staff nt
Colby made the decision after consultation with Bates nnd Bowdoin nnd on
our own campus,"
As to the reasons for the cnncellation, Denney said, "The program was
canceled because it is no longer flnnncially possible to provide ._ high quality program in London without using
the CBB Centre for classrooms, office
space, computers, and lounge space,"
She went on to ony, "As the terms of
our consortia! arrangemen t with (lie
other two colleges do not permit us to

f .\f msran ATisift"

FINALE:

Ciiatina Jaleru gives
'In the Bedroom', a
scorching review,

Dick Sewell atagea hia
f inalprodu ction The
Maroni Notebook,' at
Colhy,

Brlann Wrigh t diacuaaea whylove ia nothing
apeciah
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Stude nts on the Street
This Week's Events
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The Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby
College on Thursday of each week the College is in session.
Letters
• The Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the
immediate community.Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to
a current issue or topic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same.week. Letters should be typed and must be signed and include
an address or phone number. The Echo will not, under, any circumstances, print
an unsigned letter.
If possible, please submit letters in Microsoft Word or text format either on
3.5" disk or via e-mail at echo@colbv.edu. The Echo reserves the right to edit all
1 submissions.
¦
'

Editorials
The Editorials are the offidal opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in the
• individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author, not of the
. Echo.

1

'

Contact Us
For information on publication dates or to contact us about submitting an
article, please call us at (207)872-3349 or x3349 on campus.
For questions about advertising and business issues, please call (207)8723786. e-mail echo@coIby.edu.or fax .207^872-3555.
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Bernidaki-Aldous discusses
fthe handicapped throughout history
3y RYAN DAVIS

EDITOR IN CHIEF
-_
... • As Colby works toward making
-the College a more accessible place
ior handicapped students, Dr.
Eleftheria
Bernidaki-Aldous,
-Professor of Classics at the American
College of Greece and mother of SGA
Presiden t
Vice
Alex Aldous '02,
spoke
Monday
night on the topic
of
attitudes
towards the handicapped in Greece
and America over
the past 2500
years.
BernidakiAldous, who has
beefi blind since
the age of three as
th e result of an
accid ent,
compared the relatively enlightened way the handicapped
-were treated in ancient Greece with
irecent legislation aimed at protecting
¦the handicapped from discrimination
Iin America. She also pointed out
isome of the problems present in both
'Societies,
- She first applauded the efforts of
the SGA, led in part by her son, to
develop a task force to deal with disability issues at Colby,
"I want to commend the student
body for working towards improving the life of the handicapped on
this campus now and in the future,"
she said ,
She then discussed some of the

essential messages of ancient Greek

society, many of which were based
on the writings of the blind poet
Homer, and pointed out the ways in
which those views affected the handicapped ,
"The essential message of ancient
Greece was that all human beings are
rsubject to suffering and death," she
said. "Tlie human ideal is to net as if

you know that there is a common
ihuman condition , Greek society gave
'opportunity to all individual citizens,
who then had an obligation to get
Involved in public life, Individuals
had every right to expect opportunity, respect and distinction, and had
no right to be selfish,"
The United States and ancient
Greece, she said, "share similar if not
Identical view of life, Ancient Greece
can serve as a bridge between old
and new, Anci ent Greece and
America place great Importance on
Ind ividual human beings,"
The United States has taken n similar egalitarian approach to dealing
with han dicapped p eople , The
Americans with ' Disabilities Act
(APA) of 1992 was created to promote civil rights and ' elimina te dlsprlminntl on by offering necessary
training so thnt Individuals "can cultivate thoir talents and abilities an d
claim a meaningful life, Int egrated
Into social interaction Including gainful employment,"
Hernidoki-Aldotw reflected on hor
own experience as one of 12 blind
fltudonls at the Unlvorfilty of
Rochester before tho APA. Fwoivnl
that time, schools wore expected (o
accommodate blind students by pro viding thorn with Braille books or

il

books on tape.
. The trend at the time was "mainstreaming" handicapped students
into traditional classrooms and eliminating special schools for them.
Bernidaki-Aldous said that such tactics are "good in principal, but must
be done under very, very right circumstances."
BernidakiAldous believes
that
while
America has
done a lot .to
help
handicapped p eople,
there is still
work ,
that
needs to be
done, and cited
the statistic that
70% of blind
pe ople
in
America
are
unemployed;

"On

every

level, awareness of common humanity helps f or enlightened volunteerism
without
patronizing.
However, I do not m ean to imply that
all is well in the U.S. There is still discrimination caused by ignorance of
the real situation and abilities of
h a nd icapped people."
She then spoke about patronizing
treatment she has received in the
past, includ ing bank tellers asking
people next to her what she wants,
nurses aski ng her if she knew she
was pregnant, and people speaking
loudly to her, assuming she is deaf as
well, When she applied to colleges in
the United States, she received some
rejection letters that told her she wasn 't going to be accepted because she
was blind.
"Tlie letters said things like, 'you
are perfectly well-qualified, but there
are too many steps here,'" she said ,
In ancient Greece, blind people
were thought to have special powers
or insights, nnd many famous
prophets and seers were blind , On
the other hand, Hades was conceived
to be n place of eternal torment where
one could not see or be seen.
She talked at length about n legnl
nrgument put forth by a fnmous
Greek lawyer in the fifth century B,C,
on behalf of a handicapped Athenian
who was In danger of having his pension cut off, The basic premise of the
argument , that basic human decency
requires equal treatment of the handicapped , shows that common handicapped people in Greek society were

treated with dignity and not j ust the
illustrious poets like Homer,
Blindn ess in particular demonded
sympathy among th e Greeks because
it reminded p eople of mortality ,
Greok society shared n basic undorsiandlng of suff ering and (ho stale
aspired to act as a decen t human
being,
Bornidaki-AJdous encoura ged nil
studen ts to get involved In pr omot*
ing issues (hat deal with civil rights
for ih o handicapped and other
groups,
"ft taken ono person who makes
ono minute decision to make all Ih o
difference In tho world," sho m) A,
"Don't Jet anyone toll you what you
enn dn, Yon know whnt you can do, If
I only did what pooplo thought .
could do, I wouldn 't have dono anything , I'd juot go out bogging."

this spring

. : - .J pRUNCH ?^
continued f r o m p ag e 1

the number of students who will be
looking to fulfill natural science
. .requirements.
Tate and his colleagues "do ensure
that there are enough lab classes,
because it is incumbent upon the science division to do so."
"In the end," Tate said, "this is an
issue we care about, but something
that we feel we address pretty well.
Classes are not usually overenrolled by
that much, and the college is going
through a planning process through
which there is potential to hirenew fac,ulty."

. Tate added that the science department recently received a grant from the
National Science Foundation as an

award for the Integration of Research
and Education. It was through this
grant that Colby was able to hire visiting faculty such as Matthew Schwartz
and offer the long-absent oceanography course.
If Colby were to offer more classes,
it would have to hire more professors
and the price of tuition would escalate.
Tatecommented that one of the characteristics of small schools is the advantage of small classes and personal
attention, yet the size simultaneously
prevents the possibility of offering a
great, number of classes.

Terrorism experts explains **why us?"

By KAITLIN McCAFFERTY
FEATURES EDITOR

On Monday night in Olin 1,
Martha Crenshaw, a terrorism
expert and
Professor
of
Government at Wesleyan University,
came to speak about terrorism and
why the United States seems to be
such a huge target. Crenshaw gave a
brief history of terrorism and her
theory on the targeting of the United
States.
"Terrorism is not new.If you read
the papers you would think that it
started on Sept. 11," said Crenshaw.
Crenshaw went on to go through
the history of terrorism and try to
prove her theory that "terrorism is a
reaction to U.S. power. I am not
making the argument that the U.S.
brought this on itself. I'm not making an argument for an isolationist
party," she said.
Crenshaw did, however, make
the argument that the United States'
power in the world is the reason that
it is one df the main places to target.
One main point of Crenshaw's
theory was that most terrorism
sparks from a domestic problem.
Groups of people are frustrated that
they are not getting what they want.
They see the United States as standing in their way and they decide that
they need to attack the U.S. in order
to get what they want.
"The United States was an obstacle to their goals. Their goals were
local originally," said Crenshaw. But
then the fi ght became international.
Although today's society equates
terrorism with religious goals and
ideologies, this is not always the
case. Many times they merely facilitate and legitimize the attacks.
"It's not our culture, not our values, not our power that attracts terrorism," said Crenshaw. "It's not a
threat to American primacy in foreign polices. It is a psychological
threat. They are not trying to take
over the U.S.."
Modern terrorism began in th e
1960s when "attacking the U.S.
became plausible," said Crenshaw.
"If they were not getting anywhere
in struggles at home, then move it to

the international forum. " In the 60s
terrorists in Latin America began
kidnapping Americans to try and
get the release of other prisoners.
The U.S. did not have their policy of
not talking to terrorists so occasionally their demands were met.
In the late 60s the Palestinian
National Movement began. A new
form of terrorism began with the
hijacking of airplanes. In 1970 the
most significant hijacking of planes
took place when a series of planes
were brought to an abandoned airforce base in Great Britain. The U.S.
negotiated with the terrorists and
the passengers were released.
Palestine saw the U.S. as being a
major factor in their war with Israel.
The next area of political unrest
was in Western Europe. There were
new groups of left wing revolutionaries in Germany and Italy. They
were relatively small groups that

wanted to overthrow the government. They developed sympathy for
the Latin American terrorists. The
terrorists sought to end imperialism
all over the world and especially to
end American influence in Western
Europe. The United States was seen
as perpetuating the spread of NATO,
which helped make their governments appear more powerful than
they really were. The European terrorists believed that if NATO were
abolished then the world would see
how weak the governments in their
countries were and then would easily overthrow these weak governments.
The 1980s were a time when religious affiliation and state sponsorship of terrorism began. Before this
such issues did not exist.

."It was a shock to President
Carter," said Crenshaw. He did not
want to believe that a county would
sponsor such attacks. Libya and
Lebanon began to sponsor terrorist
attacks. The 1980s were the time
when Reagan's 'War Against the
Evil Empire' took place. Reagan
tried to blame the Soviet Union for
sponsoring attacks, however, when
the Cold War ended and terrorist
attacks did not, that theory was
done away with.
In the 1990s religious reasons and
state sponsorship waned. There was
a merger of different international
terrorist groups. The fear of biological warfare had become a reality in
the subways of Tokyo.in 1995.
People began to "fear catastrophic
terrorism," said Crenshaw. Fears
grew of attacks on American soil following the first World Trade Center
bombing in 1993 and the Oklahoma
City bombing in 1995. Also, die fear
that terrorists might get ahold of
weapons of mass destruction
became a viable concern.
During this time Al Qaeda
became a major terrorist group.
Osama bin Laden left Saudi Arabia
because of its relationship with the
U.S. He went to Sudan where he
made connections with other terrorist groups. Following his exile from
Sudan, bin Laden went to
Af ghanistan and joined forces with
the Taliban. In 1997 he publicly
declared jihad against the United
States. The Taliban, bin Laden, and
his contacts around the world all
had the United States as a common
enemy.
Crenshaw went on to discuss U.S.
foreign policy. "Can you defeat a
transnational conspiracy?" she
asked. She said that right now there
is no clear answer. The people who
make foreign policy need to ask
themselves questions such as "how
can we prevent this from happening
again? And how do you treat the terrorist prisoners?" She suggested that
the U.S. help in nation building at
the beginning stages and that that
could take at least a generation to
complete. However she does believe
that it could be possible to wipe out
terrorism.

BR1N offe rs new opportunit ies
for Colby facul ty and st udents
By LAUREL A. WOOD-

WARD

STAFF WRITER

What do Colby, Bates, the College
of the Atlantic, and the University of
Maine have in common with the
Mount Desert Island Biological
Laboratory (MPIBL) and the
Jackson Laboratory, two research
institutes of worldwide renown
located in the Bar Harbor region?
Thanks to a three-year, $5,5-mill io n N a ti onal Institu te of Hea lth
(NIH) grant, these six institutions
a r e now linke d through th e
Biomedical Research Infrastructure
Network (BRIN), designed to foster
education and training in biomedical research, an d Colby will be able
to collabora te with two top-notch
laboratories,
The NIH encourages educational
institutions to expand their research
programs and capabilities, In 1993
the NJH created the Institutional
PeveJopment Award (IdoA) program to provi de funding for states to
build their biomedical research
capaciti es, BRIN was created to
enhance the research capacity of
institutions through th o formation of
collaborative partnerships, and it
has allowed mnny institutions to
expand thoiF research opportuniti es
and capabilities,
A ccording to Penn of Faculty Bd
yeterian, who worked hard to make
Colby part of the Maine network,
tho BRIN establishment Is extremely
Important and exciting for Colby's
future bocnuso it "Is « great opportunity to Jink up, in . significant way
with two world-renowned resonrm
facilities , Tb be formally Jinked with
this quality of research, nil within
tho state, is a great opportunity "
This opportunity is extremely
Important for Colby because Jho
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Colby Film Socity will continue
next year
The Colby Film Society will continue next year, after the graduation
of founder and president Noah!
Charney '02. Aaron Chamiak '05 and;
Hannah Emery '05 will take over the
reins of CFS for the next three years/
and the Colby Film Society will hope-!
fully be. perpetuated indefinitel y.!
Showing classic films introduced by
professors, free of charge on a big
screen every Wednesday night in
Keyes
105, ' CFS
promotes
student/professor interaction, and
hopes to introduce students to great
films to which they might otherwise
not have exposure.
New Jump Into album available;
soon in Bookstore
The Jump Into, Colby's rock band,
have just completed their first fulllength studio album. The album will
be available in the very near future,'
for sale for $5 either from the Colby
Bookstore, or directly from the band.
For more information, check out their
website at www.geocities.com/thejumpinto or email the band at thejumpinto@yahoo.com"
Black History Month lecture on
Feb. 14
A lecture on the civil rights move ,
ment presented by political scholar;
and author Frederick C. Harris and'
titled "It Takes a Tragedy to Arouse!
Them!: Collective Memory and;
Collective Action During the Civil
Rights Movement" will be presented:
at 4 p.m. on Thursday, Feb. 14, in;
Lovejoy 100. The lecture is part of ;
Colby's Black History Month pro .
gramming.
;.'
Harris is an Associate Professor of
Political Science and Director of the;
Center for the Study of African-!
American Politics at the University o(
Rochester. He is the author of the
award-winning book "Something
Within: Religion in African-AmericaiPolitical Activism" and the article
"Will the Circle Be Unbroken? The;
Erosion and Transformation of,
African-American Civic Life" in the
collection "Civil Society, Democracy/
and Civic Renewal." Harris has also!
published articles in the Journal of|
Politics and Policy Studies Review. ;
Burlington Taiko ensemble to \
•
play at Colby Feb. 16
i

The ancient Japanese tradition oij
taiko will be on display at Colby
College at 6:30 p.m. on Saturday, Feb_
16, when the grbup Burlington ' TaiRo
performs in the Page Commons Room
of Cotter Union.
Taiko-Japanese for "big drum"incorporates thunderous drums up to
60 inches in diameter, colorful'
pageantry, and ritualistic choreography
influenced heavily by martial arts. The
ritual's origins began when priests used!
the performance to dispel evil spirits?
and insects from the rice fields and'
samurai used it to instill fear in their
enemies. Peasants also used taiko in
their prayers for rain and in harvest festivals.
Burlington Taiko, from Burlington ,
Vt., has been performing since 1987,
The group performed at the 100th running of the Boston Marathon, the
Joseph Campbell-Keepers of the Lore
Festival, and the lHack Ships Festival,
and performs annually at Burlington's
First Night in Vermont. The group has
twice been recognized by the
International Taikocommunity for their
mesmerizing and powerful performances.
Development of Cuban communities discussed at Colby

J ackson Laboratory in Bar Harbor, Maim.

WWW.JAX.ORG

enhanced research capabilities of graduate marine biology, b ut shortly
both facul ty and students will offer its opening expanded to
increase Colby's research abilities In clude n facility for marine research
an d mako it,.ns well as the other aca- ns woll, Since its founding in J898,
demic Instituti ons Involved In the the laboratory has become known
network, belter able to compete for worldwide for its scholarly pursuits.
f ederal funds for future research In 1985 the laboratory opened a toxic
research center to study the toxic
opportunities,
Tho two laboratories will offer effects of heavy metals and other
ten-week summer research pro- environmental contaminants on
grams to students, Those i who membrane transport systems,
TJ|o Jackson Laboratory is on the
receive th e research positions will
have the opp ortun ity to work with f oref r ont of tho gen etics research , It
senior . eve) biomedical scientists , As is one of eight institutes designated
port of tho program, students will by th o Notional Cancer Institute as, a
receive n stipend of $250 per wco|. Cnncor Center to perform basic
and free room and bonrd , A second rcuonrch on the genetic factors
progra m will allow J 6 studonls ond und erlying cancer, whi ch requires
two faculty members, selected by a tho identification and analysis of
committee composed of members of gono« in model organisms, The
the various academic institutions Jack son laborat ory, like MPIBL, Is a
involved, to spend approximately lender in the scientifi c research comtwo and n hnlf weeks at MPHit munity and homo to tho world's
learnin g new research techniques,
largest mammalian genellc research
MPIBL was originally designated facility.
as a school for iho study of under-

"Another World is Possible: Cuba
Community
and
Revolutionary
Development7' is the title of a panel discussion to be held Thursday, Feb, 21, at
4:30 p.m. Members of New York's La
Abejn Obrcra (Worker f lee) Community
Conslraclion Proj ect will discuss the
Cuban revolution, U,S,-Cuban relations
and Cuba's classification ns a terrorist
state, Tlie event Is part of Colby 's
Women's Studies Colloquia and will be
hold in Arey 5,
Panelists include; Min Herndon,
Assistant Director of the Third Wave
Foundation, a national activist and philanthropic organization for young
women; Betsy Maclean, founder of La
Abej a Obrorn, Associate Director of the
Center for Cuban Studies and member
of Colby 's Chas of Wl; Eric Miles,
Program Director of (l ie Grou iidsv. ell
Community Mura l Proj ect nnd member
of Colby 's Class of 1993; nnd acl j y/sls
and Abej a Obrera members Karen Oh,
an artist and member of Colby 's Class
of 1993,7'chni, o Oi . nwale n filmmaker,
nnd ShonaJI Snha, a medical student.
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Averill should remain a dorm

7 The administration and other higher-ups intimately involved
with the planning process are currently debating the fate of Averill
Residence Hall. AveriU's future is in question because the administration needs more space then they have. Because Averill is centrally located, with proximity to Miller Library and Eustis, faculty and
administration hubs, the space is a viable location for hew offices.
If campus planners decide to make Averill an administration
building, they wrill then have to either construct a new. dormitory,
allow more students to live off-campus, or.decrease the matriculation. These are not satisfactory options; Trathei; campus planners
should build an achninistration building and keep Averill as a
dorm.
There exist few locations for another dormitory that are close to
other dormitories and the academic quad. Between the Alfond
Apartments and the Hillside parking lot is one option and between
Dana Residence Hall and the Heights Residence Hall is another.The
space between the Alfond Apartments and the Hillside parking lot
is best left alone because it keeps the Apartments distinct from other
dorms, the importance of which was demonstrated last year when
Apartment residents moved to prevent underclassmen from accessing the building. In between Dana and Hillside is no good because
it infringes on Runnels Hill, a secluded part of campus that students
enjoy that way.
Increasing the number of students who live off campus by 61 (the
number of beds available in Averill after renovations) would , be
silly. Not that many students currently want to live off campus,
there are not many viable o£f-campus housing options for students
near to the School, and the administration is currently discussing
how to best deal with off-campus parties. Decreasing the matriculation would increase the tuition and make the School too small.
In their January meeting the Board of Trustees authorized commencement of "planning and fundraising" for an alumni and development building: This was a step in the right direction. Building a
new alumni and development building would free-up offices in
Millet and Eustis and make space for other administration. Such a
building should be erected either next to or connected to Lunder
House. Alternatively the new building could replace the Eustis
parking lot or be constructed in the woods next to the Physical Plant
Department.
Averill is a great location for a residence hall, It is. one of the closest dorms to the academic quad and Miller Library and it is right on
the Chapel Hill lawn which is used extensively by students in the
spring and fall. AveriU's only shortcoming is its interior, which
needs to be renovated.
The best option for alleviating the office crunch is not changing
Averill into offices; rather, it behooves campus planners to renovate
Averill as a dorm and build a new alumni building elsewhere on
campus.
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Uncommon
Sense
Emma
McGandless
Lefs talk God.
For that matter, lefs talk church,
temple, prayer and just plain faith.
Lef s talk religion.
Although it hasn't been a major
issue on campus recently, religion at
Colby has certainly been brought to
people's attention since we were
ranked in the Pr inceton .Review's list
of top five schools where "students
ignore God on a regular basis."
I'm not sure whether I agree or
disagree with that label. From my
perspective as a leader of the
Newman Council, I know there are a
lot more "card-carrying Catholics"
on campus than show up at Mass on
Sundays, which is somewhat dis-

heartening and suggests to me that
the Princeton Review's assessment of
Colby-might be accurate.
Last semester's disastrous forum
on religion — . which was attended
by about ten . students, most of
whom were, there to participate—
only served to support the opinion
that religion is dead at Colby.
It makes me sad to think that religion is ignored here, especially in
the wake of Sept. 11. Now,more than
ever, it seems that people all over the
country have turned to religion of
some kind. Ifs comforting; it gives
us something bigger than ourselves
to lean on for support. Religion and
faith really are good things to have
in our modern world.
But maybe religion is more present at Colby than we lead outsiders
to believe. When I think about the
wide variety of religions represented
in student organizations, all very
active groups — Newman Council,

Colby Christian: Fellowship, Hillel,
Colby Muslim
Group
and
C.I.R.C.L.E. — I'm proud to think
that Colby is showing much of the
diversity that critics, 'think< it lacks.
Ifs just that this sort of diversity gets
overlooked, because if s associated
with religion. Religious diversity, it
seems, can't be considered "real"
diversity.
Religion is alive and active at
Colby,you just have to be willing to
go out and look for it. Believe it or
nor, all oi the religious groups on
campus are comprised of very
friendly people who would welcome new members. I think that
sometimes religious organizations
come off as "cults" — exclusive
groups of morally upstanding
prudes who don't want to have anything to do with "those other people." No stereotype could be more
untrue or unfair. Religion at Colby/
as I see it, is about education, com-
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munication and fellowship betweefji
people of all faiths — agnostics ancl
j
atheists included, too.
Religion at Colby is' anything bqjt
dead. Granted, old-fashioned moraljity is "out" in our culture, and, ajt
least on this campus, being religiou^
often equals being considered that
evil C-word: "conservative." But 1
don't think most religions are what
>i
outsiders think they are.
Colby's agnostic image — whidtji
I maintain is inaccurate — can be
shattered through cooperation on
the parts of all those who would like
to see a change. Outreach and accept
tance aire important in all aspects of
life, and religion is no exception. For
anyone with an open mind and a
willingness to look, religion is a
presence at Colby, one thaf s here to
'i
stay.
ii
11
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Emma McGandless is the Echo !!
!
Opinions editor.

Valentine s Day takes on new meanings as we grow

By JEFF LEDERMAN
STAFFWRITER

My least favorite Hallmark holiday has always been Valentine's
Day. Although it is the only one I get
to enjoy — the others being Mother'
Day and Fathers Day, and no Kids
Day (because "it is every day"), it
was always such an ordeal. The history of Valentine's Day throughout
the years is an. integral part of many
people's lives, so it is important to
catalogue the history of Valentine's
day, at least for me.
In elementary school, Valentine's
Day was relatively simple.
Everyone, at 2:15 p.m., would get
out their boxes and pass out valentines to each other.
In fifth grade, I prayed that I
would get a Barbie cut-out card by
the cute blue-eyed girl that I used to
tease on the playground. I would
eagerly rip open the card, look

inside and hope for something, anything out of the ordinary.
After school, my friends and I
would compare which girls signed
their cards "YoursTruly," "From," or
"i Choo-Choo-Choose you," and
with this data analyze which girls
liked us the best. It was a necessary
ego boost at the time.
For me, it was important to pick
out the coolest Valentine's Day
cards, one with either Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles or X-Men on
the front. I made it a special point to
choose what heart inscribed message to place, if at all, in certain
envelopes. Our teachers made sure
that everyone would get a card from
everyone else, so as not to feel left
out and be "fair."
When I graduated from elementary school, the Valentine's Day
scene changed. For me, junior high
was a "transitional phase" — lost
years — so Valentine's Day came

and went.
High school was a new experience as well. Being mature
teenagers, we were able to send each
other roses through the school.
Depending on how cheap/cool you
were or how many times you were
willing to send yourself a valentine,
you received varying amounts of
roses. If you were one of the more
attractive upperclassmen, you
proudly walked around, showing
off your endless bouquets of roses,
reinforcing the cool high-school
hierarchy. A touching gesture by the
school allowed everyone to get at
least one rose.
Once again, people also compared: "Oh how many flowers did
you get? Did you get one from...?
Who was the *#Ahole that forged
Kim's signature...and why was I stupid enough to thank her for it?"
Valentine's Day was always an
unpredictable experience. The one

t|

u

stable thing throughout all the years
was that I, received a card from my
parents, every morning in my cereal
box, saying that they loved me. At
first I hated these,but over the years
I grew to love them.
Living at college now, being able
to drink myself to oblivion (ancl
laugh about it the next day), and
having no predetermined schedule
are all hints that I have grown up.
This Valentine's Day, when I stumble down to breakfast already five
minutes late for class, not having my
letter in my cereal box will be a
'
harsh reawakening.
However, I have grown older,
wiser, and sexier. I no longer need
the.simple gesture of a valentine to
tell me what I already know — that
the Colby community is awesome
and everyone here is important.
J effLederman
is a staff writer for
¦
•7 ¦• ¦• , . : the Echo

Alternative classes set Colby apart A man's search
Lexicon
for smoothness
Devils

ilege of taking a course in residential
design, taught by Professor Scott
Guay. This course is an excellent
example of the wonderful collection
of courses offered uniquely by
Noah Charney
Colby, because they fall within the
passions of a professor.
Professor Guay designed and
The past two Jan Plans, I've had built his own home, without hiring
! the privilege of taking two classes contractors. He took the time . to
! that set Colby apart from other learn the craft of house-building,
! schools of its type. We are fortunate from drafting to construction, and
1 enough to attend a school that developed a love for it, Every Jan
¦allows professors to teach many Plan, he teaches a small group of
! classes of their own design. For this students all that he learned, and
[ reason, the curriculum is full of does so with an evident love for the
! courses that inspire the professors material that inspires his students ,
It is hard not to enjoy a class
who teach them,
There is nothing better from a taught by someone who is so enthu! student's perspective than learning siastic and interested in the material
! from a teacher who is passionately he presents, Prom drafting to wiring
I¦in love with the subject they teach. electricity, from laying a foundation
The freedom of professors to mold to hooking up plumbing systems,
the curriculum to their interests and students learn every aspect of house
areas of expertise makes for richer design and construction,
classes and is a privilege that larger
Students design and draft a
universities, such as Yale, wh ere my house of their own, coming away
mother teaches, do not allow ibej r frorn the course with working
bluprints, and a small scale mode) of
• f aculty,
! The excellence of academic cj ass- their design, They also construct a
! es is subject for another column, and small scale model of a cabin, made
! Is entirely evident to any Colby stu- en tirely out of wood, wi th the
dent. The diamonds In the rough dimensions of floor joists, girders
that iruj y push Colby to a higher and trusses all calculated, ,
! level than comparable Insti tution s,
Such a course j s unique to Colby/
! are the non-ncademic classes, m ost because It relies on the enthusiasm
! of whi ch are offered during Jan PJan. of one professor, who is allowed to
This past Jnn Plan, J had the priv- teach what he loves,
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The American
Perspective
Matt
Guy-Hamilton
The "American Perspective"
thus far has concerned itself mainly with issues of American politics
at the expense of American cultural concerns. In addition, this column has maintained, as a manner
of journalistic technique, the decidedly serious tone necessitated by
the topics investigated,
In my perpetual desire to examine the American perspective on a
variety of issues, I have decided to
change the focus of this column for
the next three to f our weeks to a
cultura l introspective, sp ecifi cally
gl ooming, style and the American
man,
Every culture has a certain stylj slic comportment which easily
betrays a person's origins; each
culture displays its own nuances of
elegance , Wh ether it is England's
SnviJe Row, French haute-couture,
or th e melange of styles that constitut es "Ameri can," one cannot
escape the importance of style in
custom ,

tooted MHier pePflH se j
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Over the next few weeks, I hope
to offer several parts cultural exposition as well as a small measure of
how-to; how worthwhile the latter
shall be is yet to be determined. I
will look at whom and what
defines American style and why
ifs perennially difficult to charac-

FOR MOST MEN THE
PERFECT SHAVE IS
THAT MYTHICAL
ACHIEVEMENT THAT
OCCURS WHEN THE
COSMOS ALIGN AND
THE GODS FEEL
GENEROUS,
terize,
Obviously, my bias in something as p ersonal as the definition
of style will be unavoidable, but I
do not think that will render what
I will write useless, With that
caveat out of the way } hop e that
gents will find my opinions some-

See SHAVING coj . tjrmed
on page 4

m ''Mr, Osaki, mteviee,
m man, totteries,"
Wi ' - K. J. ten Jiggeti . '04
A and Jem Knight '02
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participate in a past time that is usually expensive and difficult to come
by.
The furnitu re making course
teaches the use of all the woodworking machines, and students work on
a project of their own over the
month of January. After the course,
students are welcome to return to
the wood shop whenever they like
and continue to work, I found in this
course a soothing, meditative hobby,
a breath of fresh air when you need
a break from academia, and, best of
all, the result of your work in the
wood shop is a piece of (theoretically) functional furniture for your
dorm room.
Students j n the class last year
made coffee tables, bookshelves,
cabinets. This year, students made
more elaborate projects, such as a
coffee table inlaid with a chess board
and a large foosball table, Having
taken the course, I can now build
any piece of furniture that I need for
my room.
During your time at Colby, seek
out courses that fall beyond the
fringes bf your major, and take
advantage of the passions of professors, Th ey're what make Colby
uniqu e,
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Perhaps the best-kept secrets in
Colby's curriculum are the two
courses taught at the Hume Center,
merely ten minutes away from campus. Blacksmithing and Furniture
Making are taught every Jan Plan to
a yery small group of Colby students.
I had the privilege to taking
Furniture Making last Jan Plan. I
went into the course with no expectations, no knowledge of furniture
making, and no thought that it
would be anything more than a
refreshing break from my academic
course load, What I, and most of my
classmates, discovered was a love
for the hobby of furniture making,
Since last Jan Plan I and several
friends from that class have gone to
the Hume Center at least once a
week to work on projects, During
the class, Dr, Hume, a retired surgeon who allows Colby to use his
property on f.ake Messalonskee for
the crew team, wood working and
blacksmithing, and
swimming
when the weather warm s up,
The Hume Center woodshop Is
beautifu l, full of all of the expensive
woodworking equipment that Is difficult to keep up, Perhaps the best
parts are the quantity and quality of
wood and that anyone who has
taken the course or been certi fied by
Pr. Hum e may use for f ree , The presence of the equipment and the access
to quali ty wood, allow students to
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searc h f or the mythical "yerf ect shave"

AIITalk

continued f r om page 3
what informative, especially those
contained in this first column.
For the majori ty of American
- males, the morning :regimen ff
most mornings —- consists offa. vigorous topthbrushihg, an 7 exceedingly hot: shower, and a; painful
scraping of the face. Having my
father bequeath to me the genes for
a beard that, when left to its evil
;devices, closely resembles steel
wool, has led me to a lifelong pursuit of the correct combination of
iisms
shaving supplies and mech-tr
that wpuld; yield the perfectlshave.
For most men, the perfect, shave
is that mythical achievement that
occurs when the cosmos align and
the gods feel generous; in short, we
obtain a perfect shave about as
often as we throw a perfect game.
> Whether it was a cayenne razor
burn or bloodletting sufficient to
satisfy an Aztec god, something
always Went awiy when I picked
up the knife. The discovery of'my
methods came about in a manner
similar to evolution: punctuated
equilibrium; the shave did not
change much except for some brief
periods of significant adjustment.
The first revolution came in the
area of location: Where is the best
place to shave: shower or sink?
Then came preparation: how does
one prepare the whiskers for the
blade? Finally I figured product:
what is the best manufacture for a
clean, cool and close shave?
Where one shaves is the biggest
single determinant of the quality of
the outcome. The best time and
place to shave is during the (hot)
shower and the best investment in
shaving one can make outside of a
sharp blade is the fogless shatterproof mirror. One can be purchased with suction cups for less
than $15, or you can make your
own by rubbing some shaving
cream on a small suction-cupped
mirror and then lightly rinsing.
' The .hot water and steam in the
shower serves several functions in
the perfect shave, namely softening the beard, opening the pores,
and lubricating the skin. There
simply is ho better time to get rid
of the beard, but if the shower will
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not work for you .the consolation
location'would be in the bathroom
after the shower; before the shower
will not do. Shaving in the shower
will necessitate a longer shower,
but who doesn't want an excuse to
spend more time in the water?
;
Preparation before the shave is
also of vital-imppttahce and should
be done before ehtering ; the show_
er.x-.\;:yy.:: .-:^ ; ) - . ;¦. -y..; ;^y y .•. .;, -.; /y
Although it may ^tiaily seem
a'.'bit co^terihtmtive,;! foMd .that
scrubbing . with7 a 7 good/ ' exfpliant
helpfsffofclear^.away dead sl^ that
can, lead to Tp dst-shave pimples as
well as the arc-h.hemeses of scrapers7 worldwicle,; the ingrown hair
anci razor , bumps. .:
The" next recommendation can
be _ned ,under rthe heading "for
best results;" as it is not ain imperative, but it'leads to fewer nicks _md
a smoother cut. If you have the
ime, heat up a facecloth with the
t
hottest , water available out of the
tap ahci throw it on your face for
about 30-45 seconds.
After you have lathered, shave
with short, quick strokes and rinse
the blade often. Always shave with
the grain starting with the easy
spots (cheeks) in order to give the
tougher beard more time to soften.
To nip; the stubborn whiskers, go
back against the grain making sure
to keep the skin wet.
The products you use to remove
the five o'clock shadow are the last
variable in the calculus of the perfect shave. As a rule, when you are
buying shave cream, do not reach
for the Barbasol or any other foam;
while the striped cans may be
cheaper, they contain mostly air,
which does little to prevent the
cold steel from carving up your
face.
The best economical choice
(though not the best choice in general) for face lubricant is a shave
gel; I find that Nivea for men
makes the highest quality. There
are better choices for making your
beard slippery, best of all foamless
shaving cream like the kinds manufactured by Coates, Zirh, and
Mont Source, which can be purchased at some drugstores and

40 Elm St.

at! . ' -www.regimeris.co_n. These
products provide, skin emollients
and vitamins that gels and foams
cannot, and they allow infinitely
better razor glide. ¦
. ' . 71 fihid that when used in conjunction with a foamless cream, a
pre-shave oil makes the razor glide
. - without . incident. Not a nick . to
speak oif. I employ a cheap alternative!tOishave oil: electric razor preshave, whichin addition to making
:the:;beard extra slippery makes it
; stahdyiip 7 for ' easier trimming.
Williams ^Electric Pre-Shave is
green and costs about $2.95. Splash
a -little-fqii before applying shaving
cream.
Finally, we take a look at the
equipment actually doing the cutting: the . razor. While most guys
have been swayed by the Gillette
juggernaut and pay outrageous
sums for triple blade Mach Threes,
I never experienced a big enough
advantage over the trusty two
blade disposable. At well over $15
per package, the money saved on
Mach Three cartridges would be
better, spent on a more expensive
shaving 'cfeam/ or perhaps a badger. hair shave brush to coat each
bit; of stubble evenly with shave
cream.:;-;::;, .,- .:. ' -/
Follow these guidelines, allow
around ten minutes each time you
shave, and watch for your shaving
woes to cease abruptly. After you
shave, use one product and only
one: Nivea Aftershave Balm. It
cannot be topped by anything even
three times as expensive. With
aftershave ; ¦¦ always
follow
O'Doules' rule: nothing with alcohol. Alcoholic aftershaves are selfdefeating and plus they sting a
freshly shaved complexion worse
than sticking it in a hornef s nest;
you want moisture, not pain and
desiccation.
Best of luck with the adventures
in sharpened steel and stay tuned
for more words oh style.
..

Matt Guy-Hamilton is a weekly
columnist for the Echo.
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This is the column 1don't want to
write.
I don't want to write it because
the timing is wrong, because I'm
afraid I'll be accused of being bitter
or irreverent, and, mostt ;^ because
I'm afraid I won't be able to find the
words. Sometimes there are concepts so big they just can't fit inside
a four-letter word.
I've changed my mind about
love: Yes, love, that wonderfully
ambiguous term we're seeing plastered over flags and Hallmark cards
this time of year. The thing is, I'm a
sucker for love, especially the
Hallmark variety.
I used to think there was nothing
more worthy or perfect than love,
romantic love, the love that inspires
sappy poetry and fuels the floral
industry. It was somehow removed
from the pettiness of everyday life,
as close as we could come to transcendence. Love was holy. I don't
think ifs an exaggeration to say I
based my life around it
And I don't mink ifs an exaggeration to say I was far from alone in
this. I have so many friends, women
and men, who seem to base their
lives around finding a romantic
partner. We're a strange contradiction, the Colby campus. Hardly anyone actually has a serious long-term
relationship, but ifs something we
all think about. Love, romantic love,
is something we're all looking for.
For some of us ifs the most important thing in our lives.
I don't feel that way anymore. I
can't describe what changed, what
shifted to somehow allow me to
view my entire life from a different

i,^^l

form. A conversation or a ride up a
chairlift can change your life. Love is
one, not the only, hol y element of
human lives. .
In trying to think of how to
express this change to my family I
realized I couldn't say that I no
longer believe in love. For one thing,
if s a hopelessly dismal statement
that would probably have my family
worried,sick about whether or not I
was really happy living so far from
home. For another, if s not true. I do
believe in love, in its power and its
importance. If anything; my definition of love has been expanded.
Romance is inarguably a form of
love, and a passionate one at that.
Yet that passion is often a doubleedged sword, causing more , pain
them happiness. One of my friends
swears that friendshi ps are better
than relationships because they
don't have the element of danger
inherent in romance. Believing in the
special and separately holy nature of
romantic love, I quickly dismissed
¦
rant as insane.
'
Now I think I might have been
wrong. I have so many friends that I
genuinely love, and too often I've
devalued those relationships in pursuit of something else, of that elusive
mystical experience. But the mystical experience wasn't hiding in
romantic love, waiting somewhere
to be discovered and, in return, to
grant some kind of unending happi-

perspective. I was at Sugarloaf, rid
ing the King Pine chairlift on a beau
tiful sunny Thurs day, when I sud
denly realized that romantic love
was not at all what I Had thought. I
turned around to face my friend.
"I agree with you about love," I
told him.
This year the two of us have
picked up the habit of hiking every
weekend, and the long car rides
between Waterville and various
trails has given us.plenty of time for
conversations about, among" other
things, love.
."I don't believe in love," he told
me once, as trees blazing with
autumn colors rushed past die passenger side window.
"Why not?" I asked.
"Well, I just don't think ifs anything special. Ifs liking someone a
lot. Ifs not this mystical thing everyone builds it up to be."
I disagreed. Of course love is liking someone a lot, but I argued mat
there had to be something more.
Love had to be somehow special. It
was, after all, the most important
thing in my life.
What I realized on the King Pine
chairlift is that love, especially
romantic love, is human. It is irrational, occasionally unfair and,
always and fundamentally, a human
activity. There is nothing that sets
romantic love aside from the rest of
human activity, nothing guaranteeing it will be somehow truer or purer
than the rest of our lives. The pursuit
of romantic love is not a worthy center for a human life.
Does this mean love is no longer
holy? I don't think so. Love still has
the power to be transcendent, to lift
us out of our lives. Love can be
transformative, it can heal, it can
cause change. But these are not qualities inherent in love itself. A really
good clasp can also heal and trans-

ness.

There is no mystical experience
awaiting discovery in romance.
Love is liking someone a lot, and the
mystical experience is right here,
possible in every experience of bur
everyday lives.
That is what we have, and that is
enough.

Briana Wrig ht is a weekly
columnistfor the Echo.

SHOC Corner
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Q. My friend has been really sad for a while now. How do I know if she has
depression?
A. To be diagnosed with depression, your friend would have to exhibit several y:
changes in his or her behavior. Examples of these changes are a loss of interest /p leasure in things, sadness, changes in sleeping patterns, changes in eating> and suicidal
thoughts, among others. Changes such as these would have to last at least two weeks
for your friend's problem to be diagnosed as depression, but only if there is ho reasonable, explanation for these changes. If your friend has recently had a traumatic
experience, such as the death of a loved one, these changes would have to endure for
two months to be diagnosed as the work of depression. For a complete list of symptoms and criteria for a diagnosis of depression, see the fourth edition of the
"Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders," which can be found in the
reference section of Miller Library.
Rather than worrying about a diagnosis, though, the best things you could do in
this situation wpuld be to support your friend by listening to him or her, and to
strongly encourage your friend to get help from a professional. Even if this is an
unpopular idea to begin with, a professional can help your friend in ways that you
cannot, beginning with diagnosing his or her problem (as there is more than one type
of depression) and then providing the proper treatment, A good place for your friend
to 'start would be at the Health Center, which offers counseling services for students,
Depression is a serious problem; do not assume that your friend can control the way
he or she feels and stop "being depressed" when he or she wants to. To make an
appointment, call x 3394,
Submit your health questions in the SHOC CORNER question box in the studen t center,
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The MaronivNotebow" a remarkable
finale for SewelFs Colbw Career
fi

By 7HANNAH EMERY

what significance Maroni had.
Years had clearly passed in those
few seconds; young Albert (Walter
There was a certain mystique sur- Belenk y '02) appeared a few minutes
rounding "The Maroni Notebook." later as a grown man, along withhis
Those not directl y involved knew lit- wife Agnes (Emily Bridwell '02).
tle about it besides that it was writ- From the .way the Brownings' close
ten and directed by Colb y's own friend and physician Dr. Domley
Professor Richard Sewell. After all, Churmagen (Andrew Moroney Volk
the 'show's run in Strider Theater '05) beh aved towa rd Albert Maroni ,
was its premiere. .
it was clear that Maroni was not as
Anyone who had friends simple as h e app eared, and his
motives for Wantinvolved in some
ing to get close to
aspect of the play,
the Brownings
though; went into EVEN THE BEST
ftt with high expec- SCRIPT LOSES SOME
quick ly became
suspect. .
tations. After all, it
. But Sewell's
seemed t h at h alf THING IF IT IS POOR
scri p t led t h e
the campus spent LY CONVEYED. THIS
audience along,
their Jan Plans
making
them
working on sets, PLAY HAD NO SUCH
almos t
f or get
costuming
or WEAKNESS.
about the serious
rehearsal. When I
underc urrents of
we nt to see t h e
the play with a
show, I expected to
see the result of all t hat h ard work , multitude of witty lines. When the
but I was utterl y blown away by the openin g scene was rep eated, almost
verbatim, at the sta rt of Act II, the
quality put before me. '
At first, t he scri pt seemed simple. audience began to realize that it
The f irst scene f eatu red a sin gle must h av e some si gnificance to the
character, a va udevillian named greater plot. But it was only in the
• Ernesto Maroni (Gregory J. last 20 minutes or so that all the plot
Robinson '02), inte ractin g directly pieces scatte red t hro ugh out the
with the audience as he performed a course of the play — pieces which
trick reminiscent of William Tell the audience had not even recogwith a handgun p ointed at his nized for what they were — fit into
young son, Albert , standing behind place. The script was amazing.
a paper screen.
Even the best script, however,
Once the shot h ad been fi red, the loses something if it is p oor ly conabrupt transition to the home of veyed. This play had no such weak5_obert and Elizabeth Browning (Eric ness. As Ernesto Maroni, Robinson
X auri ts '02 and Christina Wallace rose to the difficu lt task of playing a
.'03) lef t t he audience wonderin g characte r existin g alone in sp ace and
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Social Sciences and
Humanities Colloquium Phllson Lounge Cotter Union <
12:00~2.W p.m.
Philosophy Talk with CheshireCalhoun - Lovejoy 215 4&0- ¦
5:30 p.m.
Black History Month Lecturer
Fred Harris - Lovejoy 100 4:006:00 pm.
Vagina Monologues'.- . Page •
Commons Room Cotter Union
6:00 p.m.
Jonathan Carter At Colby Pugh Center Cotter Union
7:00-10:00 pm.
9:00p m

PHOTO COURTESY OF COMMUNICATIONS

Walter Belenky '02 and Emily Bridwell '02 as lovers in Richard Sewell's "The Maroni Notebook."
time.
As convincingly, it was difficult
to remember t h at Laurits and
Wallace w ere not tr uly an adoring
couple — the Brownings' devo tion
to one another came through in
every line and action.
As the devoted physician, Volk
was amazing in his ability to convey
staid middle-age, not sure what to
make of all t he idea listic bohemian
thoughts flying around him.

Belenky s portrayal of Albert Maroni praise - the beautiful set, the elabowas skillful as well — the character rate Victorian costumes, even the
was so well-played as a simple char- extensive explanations of unfamiliar
latan that the revelation of his true, terms and references included in the
deeper nature came as a shock.
program served to transport the
But it was BridweU's Agnes audience into the 19th-century
Maroni who stole the show, receiv- world of the Brownings and the
ing many of the best lines and com- Marords. Truly,the production was a
ing across perfectly as a woman torn triumph, and
a fitting send off for
¦
between her ideals and reality.
Sewell. ¦ .
Everyone involved with this
magnificent production deserves

African drumming tantalizes aumencB

JBy MELV LADERA

cheered continuously for the ensem- dent)!" The praise and applause
ble throughout the performance. It were much deserved.
seemed like every student in the
The large ensemble began with a
_-* '
- ~ *- Performed before a packed house
group had a fan base that kept on i piece in conjunction with a Colby
in Given Auditorium, the students
yelling "Yeah (insert name of stu- band. This was an interesting but
enjoyable combination. After this
opening, the ensemble continued
with some traditional African music
that they dedicated to Martin Luther
King Jr. Day and Black History
Month. This piece was enjoyable and
catchy; by the end of it they had the
audience singing along, "All around
the world we pray for world peace,"
as a few of the performers demonstrated different forms of praying.
They did struggle in the next
piece, originating from Ghana. I'm
not quite sure what went wrong but
they put that piece aside and performed it later, They then performed
it superbly,highlighted by the vocals
of Rodwell Mabaera '02.
The western African dance piece
that followed later was particularly
amusing, A portion of the ensemble
moved along to the drumming, performing a rather provocative dance.
There was a lot of racy movement
and spanking involved as they
waved cloths that represented
Colby's colors, silvpr and blue.
There was a large assortment of
IJRAD SEYMOUR/THE COLBY ECHO
muoical instruments showcased that
J ordan Benissan 's Afri can Drumming class p erf orms their skills learned over fan Plan.
intrigued the audience, Hearing all
STAFF WRITER

¦.
'

•

of Jordan Benissan's African drumming Jan Plan put together a fantastic show filled with vivacious
rhy thms and powerful beats. The
audience was mesmerized and

Franz Schubert 's "Die Winterreise "
portrays tr aditional sensitivities
By KATE RUSSO

•A&B J.D1TOR

Ol all the events thnt happen at
Colby, many of them go unattended,
It can t»e scary to go to something
you don 't un derstand, J was nor '
vous to go to "Pi e Winterreise "
Jiecmise my knowledge of classical
music is embarrassingly limited ,
Not knowing whnt lo expect, J
slipped Into the bnck and thorough ly examined |he pr ogra m, hoping to
mnl- o some sense of whnt J wns
about to see nnd hear,
"Hi e WJntew. se" is a work by
Fran/,Schubert rnndo up of 2 . songs,
wlj sung In German, with piano
acenropanlment, The contents of the
program *wn e with Cmman lyrics
nnd tli o English translations , 1 look n
sigh of relief and sat back to enjoy
the performance,
The Winter's journey " wns performed hy tenor William j fl lo nnd
jpinni -t MicbnpJ flnhiwinn , Roth
wmUHlass musicians, Ihelr presence nt Colby was a real treat, In lhe
beginning I kenl my nose burled Jn
lhe program, following along with
Ibo wwls of tho songs nnd hoping
lo group . greater moaning, Hut
when I finally looked up will .
m

can't relate to that?
Schubert takes his listeners on a
journey through a cold winter night
with a lonely man who has just lost
his Joye, All the songs allude to his
solitud e In harsh winter with a broken heart. The lyrics are actually the
poems of Wilhelm Mtiller, which
Schubert Takes
' Schubert adapted to his 24 pieces,
In "Gefror 'ne Trlinen" or "Frozen
His listeners on a Tears
" the la st words are "Yet you
journey through a burst f rom a wellspri ng / Of my
hear , so burn ing hot, / As If you
gold winter night
wanted to melt / The entire winter 's
with a lonely man icel"
Ev en though 1 now know Ienn
who has j ust lost relate to th e words of Mtiller, this
nccepslbly should not undermine tho
HIS LOVE.
b. aiitJ fu) and complex music as
something enjoyable on ll's own,
which It certainly was, It is very rare
of ' Ih o piece by Ills movement and la centra l Main e lo bo able lo benr
expression. From that point on I puch talented musicians at Hito and
spent very little time stating that the Dnhmamh
Though I am relieved I don 't
program and more lime watching
hnvo to wri t e a ten page paper on Iho
the actual performance ,
Hut ibo mooning of "PJo subje ct of "Die Wintorrelso," I
Wiulorroiso" Is sill) a myfitery to any- Jcnr/i od a lot last Thursday¦ night by
one who wasn't al the concert lhat Just llslening and learning lo apprenight, Bchubor l'fl "Winter 's Journey" ciate something¦ I would normally
It. n place lb ft t slawty iho (oat pf tin .., dismiss, ' • ' • ' '
llko so many classical works, It is
story of lovo and hopalmnmn, who
curiosity for Kite's operatic voice
nn d remarkable annunciation / 1 realized that his performnnce was quite
theatrical,
Though I can't understand
Gorman/ 1 was able to tell the mood

-

Vagina Monologues - Page
Commons Room Cotter Union

of the different sounds was a lot of
fun. There was an incredibly varied
assortment of sounds including different types of drums and bells.
Benissan also performed with an
intriguing string instrument .made
with a string, a stick and a can.
Benissan's vocals were outstanding. He remained enthusiastic
throughout his performance, creating an inviting and entertaining
atmosphere. Obviously, he and his
students worked really hard to create such a well-done performance.
They put together a wonderful ethnic experience, even down to the
costumes, as they all were appropriately dressed.
Overall the performance was an
appetizing experience. I found it
extremely difficult to keep still, my
head kept bopping along to the beating of those tremendous rhythms.
Much of the audience seemed to
agree with me, as many of them
jumped out of their seats and
danced along to several of the
pieces, .
Benissan also runs an African
music ensemble in the spring for any
students that are interested and
inspired by his astounding highlife
music.

Portland String Quartet
once again initiates a
season of Colby music
By MICHAEL GREENBERG

associations to Smetana's personal
story as a nationalist composer,
STAFF WRITER
Whil e the mood at the start is one
Fresh off its Jon Plan course in of pride and energy,coming in a rare
chamber music, the Portland String vloln theme, a high-pitched dissoQuartet did what it does best—play nance near the end represents the
some of the most lyrical, passionate, composer's melancholy at becoming
and intimate string quartets to a deaf, The fourth movement, moduwelcoming audience In korfmer lating to a major key,returns to the
Chapel , Lost Saturday 's concert, the f eelings of hope and prid e thnt
fi rst Jn the Music At Colby series began the work ,
since the Carols and Lights celebraThe other two pieces in tho protion in early December, was well gram, Beethoven's (1770 - 1827)
attended by the Watorvillo commu- quartet In P Major, Op, 18, No, 3 and
nity, Colby faculty ond several stu- Moznifs (1756 - 17. 1) quartet Jn C
d ents,
Major, K , 465 "Dissonance," bookThe progra m consisted of three ended Smetana 's work , These two
pieces and focused on JJedrlch popular quartets showcased tho
Smolana's (1874 -1884) string quar- group's experience at breathing now
tet in J. minor, "Vrom My lif e, " life into familiar tunes,
Vlollst Julia Adams Introduced tho
Violinists Stephen Kocskemelhy
picco, saying that tho work was fea- ond Ronald Unty . exchanged
tured Jn Iho group's Jan Plan course, melodies with ease, ond Adams and
Including a question on Iho final cellist Paul Ross provided a maj estic
exam,
foundation for lhe group to soar,
Of all the pieces studied during
Tho group clearly enjoy ed portho month, Ms, Adams foi l lhat iho See STRINGS, continued
class connoctod most strongly with
this ono, particularly because of the on page 6

SGA Film 'Riding In Cars with
Boys" - Lovejoy 100 9:30-11:30
p.m.
2/15
International Coffee Hour Mary Low Coffeehouse 4:306:00 pm.

SGA Film "Riding In Cars with
Boys" - Lovejoy 100 700-9:00
pm.
SGA Film "Riding In Cars with
Boys' - Lovejoy 100 9:30-11:30
p.m. more
Valentine's Day Dance - Page
Commons Room Cotter Union
10:00 p.m.-2:00am.
2/16
Meditation - Lorimer Rose
Chapel 9:00-10.00 am..
SGA Film 'Riding In Cars with
Boys" - Lovejoy 100 7:00-9:00
pm
Craig Karges (Psychic /
Mentallst) - Page Commons
Room Cotter Union 9:00-11:00,
pm
SGA Film 'Riding In Cars with
Boys' - Lovejoy 100 9:30-11:30
pm
2/ 17
Protestant Worship Service Lorimer Chapel 1:00-2:00 pm.
Elizabeth Patches &
Cheryl Tschanz - Bixler 178
(Given Auditorium) 3:00 pm.
*
Catholld Mass - Lorimer
'
Chapel 4:30-6:00 pm. .
Vagina Monologues - Page
Commons Room Cotter Union
7:00 p.m.
2/ 19
Meditation - Lorimer Rose
Chapel 4:00-5:00 pm.
Study In Latin AmericaInfo
Meeting - Lovejoy 215 6:006:30 pm.
Folk Music Gathering - Mary
Low Coffeehouse 7:00-9:30

p m,

AM271Film Showing 'Mr.
Smith Goes to Washington* Arey 005 7:00-9:30 pm.
Senior Class Lecture with
Professor Bassett - Spa Cotter
Union 8:00-9:00 pm.

2/20

Spanish Tutorial - Lovejoy 301
7:00-9:00 p m ,

AM398 Film Showing - Arey

005 7:004:30 pm,

Film Society Movies - Keyes

105 7:30-10:00 pm.

Wellness Lecture; The Thin
Urio " Pago Commons Room
Cotter Union 8:00-10:00 pm,
Meeting - Pugh Center

Cotter Union 8:00-10:00 pm ,

Massage Club - Marson
Lounge Cotter Union 9:001 hOO pm,

2/21

Gotdfarb Lecture Series 'The :
Choice of Odysseus' - Lovejoy
213 4:004:00 p.m, more
Women's Studies Colloquium

Series - Arey 005 4:00-6:00
pm

5
You don 1want to be ''In the BedrooniS

STRINGS: PS Q does Mozart

continue d from page 5 : " "' •' . '

forming with each other, as one
could see their smiles during the
humorous sections of Beethoven's
work, when the instruments seemed
engaged in light conversation.
Ultimately, the appreciative audience returned the cheer with a
standing ovation at the conclusion
of the Mozart.
This spring is filled ' with music
both at Lorimer and Given auditorium. Elizabeth Patches, mezzosoprano, and Cheryl Tschanz, piano,
perform "A Celebration of Children
in Music and Literature" on Feb. 17
at 3 p.m. in Given Auditorium, and
the Bakken Trio, a popular chamber
group out of Minnesota, will perform works by Beethoven and Ravel

among others Feb. 23 at 7:30 p.m. in
Lorimer.
Later in the semester, a very
unusual percussion group, NEXUS,
performs at 7:30 p.m. in Given on
Mar. 10. This group, consisting of
five members who have performed
together since , 1971, will perform
works that combine world, jazz,
chamber and symphonic music.
These concerts, plus the performances of student groups, including
the Choraley Orchestra, Wind
Ensemble, Jazz Ensemble, and
C611egium;Musicum, are all free and
open to the public.
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Borgele Nevoue

750 mL was $5.99
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Open Sun.-Wed. until 9 p.m., Thurs. until
now
the
Fri. & Sat. until midnight
10 p.m.,
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largest selection of domestic and
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Should you decide to go see " In
the Bedroom," as a result the numerous and overwhelmingly pushy
media praises, be pr epared for two
hours oif emotional drainage. The
film, directed by beginner Todd
Field, is beautifully shot and the
story is wcmderfully told, which
makes it so . different in the eyes of
the critics bored with the converttionalities of Hollywood. However,
it is. so personal that it forces ^ the
viewer into a world tp which one
does not belong, thus imposing a
huge amount of emotional pressure.
It tells the story of a young man
killed by the ex-husband of the older
woman he is dating, and how his
parents deal with his violent demise.
Tom Wilkinson plays Matt Fowler,
the easygoing father who just wants
his child to be happy, and Sissy
Spacelk plays Ruth Fowler, the rigid
mother who opposes the relationship.
Marisa Tomei, in the role of
provocative Natalie Strout, prove s
once more that she is a really good
actress and she did deserve the
Oscar in 1992 for "My Cousin
Vinny." Nick Stahl, an upcoming
young actor, stars as Frank, the
undecided son and lover who gets
killed by the rogue Richard Strout
(William Mapother).
The actors are impeccable in their
quest for an answer to the pairi that
has taken over their lives. Every
scene adds a new question about
their motivations and feelings. We
don't see them talking openly about
their, feelings; instead we have to
bear their silence, looks and insinua-
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By CRISTINA JALERU

STAFF WRITER

Totn Wilkinson from "In the Bedroom," set in coastal Maine
tions and make up our own story
from it.
Sometimes the camera lingers top
much on close-ups arid one has the

WE DON'T SEE (THE
ING OPENLY ABOUT
THEIR FEELINGS;
INSTEAD WE HAVE TO
BEAR THEIR SILENCE ,
LOOKS, AND INSINUATIONS AND MAKE UP
OUR OWN STORY
FROM IT.

Hours

Senior Rates
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Positions are available In these activities:. . ...
, •Excellent Salary. 'Travel.
Allowance 'Room & Board
•Tennis
-Arts & Crafts
'Archery ¦
.Swimming*+
.Enamel
-Costumer
I Triprr
p Lake Camp for girls I
•Water Skiing*
'Gymnastics
'Fine Arts
Poland Maine
•Canoeing*
-Newsletter
'Horseback Riding
tripplakecamp com
•Sailing*
'Outdoor Living
'Photography
J—,007^047
'
°u ..mm/
•Basketball
.
'Pottery
'Ropes Course .
•Lacrosse
-Silver Jewelry 'Rock Climbing
Camp Takdjo for boys
•Softball
-Video
'Nanny '
',
Naples.Maine

1

1

Philip R. Poulin, O.D.
C. White
Christopher
y
:
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Spend the summer in Maine
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• Fashion Eyewear

We're looking for campus leaders to be instructors at outstanding youth camps. If you're
in college, and are looking for a great summer job,we have the perfect one for you.
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Tired of Waiting ~ "Call Us "
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tionship and their internal agony, is
drastic and surprising. The lo.ve.
from the beginning turns into violence, raw grief, and vengeance. . .„ '.
The music is haunting and it isifi
synch with: the interior torment -or_
joy of the characters. At times it ha?,
an undefined line so as to suggest
the vagueness of their sentiments..'
The purpose of the movie itself is not
very clear because it keeps one_kv
uncertainty perpetually.
.I?"
Folks, if you feel you enjoy emortional tension, or you just . lov__ .
Maine landscapes go arid see it. But
if you are emotionally unstable aru^l
like your space very rhuch stay:
home and watch some "Cheers"
nkreruns.
¦i f
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Reasonable Rates

5:00 AM - 2:00 AM

^LTO -S_»5f^. J OKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME
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TALK -

CHARACTERS)

impression of being in the middle of
a moment they should not be in.
However, there is no reason for the
critics to make such a big deal out of
Spacek's performance, since she is
no worse and no better than usual.
On the other hand, Tom
Wilkinson bears the responsibility of
making this film work. He seems to
be the link between all the other
characters and also the story ends as
a result of his decisions.
The deterioration of the communication between each other and
between them and the rest of the
world is enhanced by the fact that
the murderer is released on bail. All
moral principles suddenly fall apart
and the rules seem to play in favor of
the guilty one. The solution the two
estranged parents find to their rela-

•Need to obtain lifeguard certification (coursa ia offered at camp)
.Current water safety certification pre ferre d
|

pt ,
_ j. f^0-C0_ ri
??
800-250-8252

C

|

1-

| • 138 sparkling clean & comfortable rooms
I • Indoor heated pool, hot tub, fitness room & sauna
• Killarney's full service restaurant & pub
f
¦ • Pete & Larry's high energy night club
• "Central Maine's finest full service hotel!"
\
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Ey_@_3's volS@y_ball off t© a @@@d start

DEYASIIA/rO-R
OF THE WEEK
Rob Sauiiders '05

iwo tough weekends ahead
By SUZANNE SKINNER
Assistant sports editor

* The Colby ¦men's volleyball
team did not expect to win a lot of
matches this season, since they
lost many key players to graduation, and although they have talented players, they felt they did
not have the depth to be truly
competitive. This past weekend
proved that depth is not everything. Through old-fashioned hustle, motivation, and sheer grit, the
volleyball team
went 4-0 beating
& b w' d p i n ,
Southern
New
Hla m p s h i r e
University,
the
University
of
Maine, and the
University of New
Hampshire.
4 .The-Mules first
faced
.UMaine.
"We had never
really played in a
game or scrimmage situation," said captain
Patrick Pahey '02. "We were hoping it would come together." Their
wish came true. Led by seniors
(Shase Gentile '02 and Andrew
Recknagel '02, the Mules dominated- the game. "They were rj diculbiis," said Fahey. The Mules easily;avon the first two games of the
match, 25-22, 25-19.
_ "We took that momentum and
played SNHU," said Fahey.
Feeling confident and realizing
¦lhat SNHU was not as strong as
UMaine, the Mules decided to try
-new rotation. "We struggled a
^
little
in that rotation," said Fahey.
However, the Mules stepped it up,
ran speed stuff, and played good
defense. The won the match: 25«5, 25-17.
< The third match was not so easily-won. The Mules faced their big
rival: the Bowdoin Polar Bears.
.'Its really a matter of personal
pride," said Fahey. So, "we really
took it to them." The Mules won
the first game 25-9.

Bowdoin proved to have more
talent than they displayed in the
first game. Colby suffered its first
loss of the day as Bowdoin took
the second game 25-19.
It seemed as if the mighty Polar
Bears would walk away with the
match. In the third game, the
Mules were "cursed," said Fahey.
They were doing everything they
needed to do to put away the
game, however, nothing seemed
to work. "That was one of the
most ridiculous games I've ever
played ," said
Gentile. "We
snake
were
bit. Shit just
went wrong;
it was almost
comical to be
a part of."
Luckily, the
curse was lifted before the
end of the
game - the
Mules
won
17-15.
In the final match of the day,
the Mules faced UNH. "They are a
well-coached and huge- budgeted
team," said Fahey. The Mules did
not expect victory. This match,
however, proves that flashy teams
do not always win. "We were having fun and they were trying to do
what they were told," said Fahey.
The Mules won the games 25-21,
25-23.
The Mules play Boston
University this weekend. And
they will play in a big home tournament the weekend after that.
These next two weekends are crucial. The games will determine
whether or not the Mules will
qualif y for Nationals. This weekend proved that the Mules have
the talent to qualif y.
"I'm optimistic," said Fahey.
Nothing is set in stone. "We are
young and still make mistakes. We
can do it, but it's going to require
great focus on the court."

This Freshmen won the Giant Slalom event
with a time of 2:04.23 at this past weekend's
Dartmouth Carnival. He is the first Colby athlete to finish first in a NCAA Divison j competition. This win also secured a berth in the
Divison I National Championships in Alaska ,'
later this year. This accomplishment is impressive for a freshemn as Colby normally sends [I
only one or two people to Nationals annually.
MIKE MELOSKI / THE COLBY ECHO

Squash looks to gam national recogniton
By MIKE MELOSKI
SPORTS EDITOR

First year coach Shaki Khan
would like Colby's squash program to be one of national prominence. Uhfortunatly, this season
the team will fall short of being
one of the top programs in the
country. It is in the middle of the
pack. There is only one division in
squash, where the women are
ranked 15th nationally and the
men's team is 19th nationally.
Khan is pleased with the teams'
performance, but believes in the
years to come both teams can be
nationally recognized.
The men's team holds a 6-9
record on the season. The team's
longest winning streak was three
games with impressive victories
over Columbia, Wesleyan, and
Connecticut College. One of the
top performers for the men's team
has been Todd Hunsdorfer '04,
who is 10 -5 with a '67 percent winning percentage.
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The Swedish Program, Hamilton College , 198 College Hill Road , Clinton , New York 13323
(315) 737-0123
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, Join Us to learn
more about a
lifetime of benefits

Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester , with the easy
Campusftmdrai .er.com three hour fundraisin g event. Does
not involve credit caid applications. Fundraisi ng dates are
filling quickly, so call todayi Contact Camp usfunara iser.com
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would have come out on top iri
some close games we lost; we
would be ranked higher national-;
ly as a result," he said.
Khan stressed that in. his first
season both teams have been
solid, but he wants more for the
program as a whole. His goal is for
the program to be ranked in the
top 12 nationally year after year;
Khan plans to direct a great
amount of focus toward recruit ,
ing.
"If I am able to land a couple of
nationally ranked players for both
teams with the talent already on
both teams> we will be able to
compete and beat some of the top
teams," he said.
The women's team has its
national champ ionships this
weekend at Princeton, while the
men's are the weekend after, also
in Princeton. Both teams look to
improve on their national rank
ings with strong individual per
formances.
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In addition, Ryan Phelan '05
has been a nice surprise for the
Mules. Khan said, "he is much
improved over the season and is
really starting to grasp what we
are trying to do."
Khan also said that the team's
dedication is unquestionable. The
problem is more mental.
"We work extremely hard in

practice and play, hard, but if we
canhe sharper mentally we will be
able to come out on top in some of
the close matches that we lose"
stated Khan. Khan gave the
Hobart and Bates matchups as
examples of games where the
Mules lost by a close margin, but
will be able to come out on top in
the future.
The women's team has shown
some success With a 9-10 record.
The women held a four-game win
streak at one point in the season
and had impressive victories over
Bowdoin
and
Connecticut
College. The womens' top performer has been Lydia Terry '02
who has a solid 15-4 record. In
addition Jen Barrett '04 has played
very strong for the Lady Mules.
Khan is very happy with the
womens' play and feels they too
jhave certain mental aspects keeping them away from being a top
tier team. "On the women's side it
is similar to the men's because if
we were stronger mentally we
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L@d by freshman Roto Saunders ,
Alpine ski team does well
By E. DREW McKECHNIE

ASSISTANT LAYOUT EDITOR

On Feb. 8, Colby's Alpine and
Nordic ski teams traveled to
Hanover, N.H. to participate in the
92nd Dartmouth Winter Carnival,
where they would witness an
event unprecedented in the history
of Colby athletics.
Freshman Rob Saunders '05 of
Park City, UT defeated skiers from
Division-I p owerhouses UVM,
Dartmouth and Middlebury en
route to a time of 2:04.23 in the
men's giant slalom, earning him
the title of being the only Colby
athlete to place first in an NCAA
Division-I competition.
"It is impressive, especially considering that we had to adjust to
Dartmouth's GS hill which is much
flatter than the surface we train on
at Sugarloaf," said captain Nicole
Boulanger '02.
With his race on Friday, following a third-place finish earlier in
the season, Saunders secured himself a trip to the NCAA Division-I
National
Championships
in
Alaska.
"In the last five years, we've
only sent one Colby skier to
NCAAs, but if the season were to
end today, we'd be sending two
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By GRE G SAWYER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In the first meeting against
Bowdoin on Jan. 15 in Wadsworth
Gymnasium, the Polar Bears completely dominated the Colby
men's basketball team on both
ends of the floor in a blowout, 8048. Knowing that their playoff
lives hop es "hung in the balance,
the White Mules came out with an
inspiring effort on Saturday and
knocked off their CBB rival, 78-68.
Entering Satur d ay's ga me, the
Colby men's basketbalLsquad had
all odds stacked against them.
First, the t ea m was coming off a
demoralizing 74-71 loss at the

from this year s team and two
would be barely missing the cut,"
said coach Mark Godomsky. "This
is remarkable considering both
Colby 's history in the sport and the
fact that the NCAA only selects 17
skiers from the East for Nationals

each year; an elite group picked
from the 80 men that go out each
weekend to compete."
The men and women's teams
finished strong in Friday's events
ranking fifth and seventh respectively in GS, but faded a bit on
Saturday earning seventh and
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hands of a mediocre University of
Maine-Farmington team. It was a
disappointing effort considering
the Mules were coming off their
biggest victory of the year in the
91-79 Bates win on Feb. 6.
In that game, captain Damien
Strahorn '02 put up 31 points, and
Nick Loukes '04 added 19 while
being all over the court on both
offense and defense in the losing
effort. The Mules gave a tremendous effort, but were unable to
come up with the defensive stops
down the stretch. In addition the
youth of the team was evident as
qu estionable d ecisions do wn th e
stretch hurt the team.
The tirst halt of the ga me

Women 's Basketball
looks ahead to
important weekend
By SUZANNE SKINNER
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Colby women's basketball
team managed to hold Bowdoin
throughout most of the game on
Saturday Feb. 9. In the end , the
Polar Bears, who are ranked number four In lhe country in Division
III , proved to be too much for the
White Mules. In the last eight minutes of the game, they pulled ahead
winning 74-60,
As the players stepped onto the
court , }t was obvious that both the
Mules nnd the Polar Benrs had
come prepnred to ploy, The score
pretty
consistent
remained
throughout the firs t h alt-o f the
gome. Ka te Chupr evich 'Q4 came
up hug e for the Mules, scoring 14
poin ts, Alyssa Henley '04 also contri buted with 13 points ond JO
reboun ds, Pefposj vej y, Colby was
also strong,
wore
vip agolnst
Th oy
JJowfloln 's horn TrenkJe '04, who
a ccording to coach Patricia Q'J. >Jon
is "clos e to one of the best pi flyers
j n th e (oogtip." Th o Mu . es "h eld her
In check, " At th e end of )))o first
half , the Mules were ahea d 32?30,
The sopon d half started In a similar manner to the first, Will) only
eight minute* left jn th e gnmo, Iho
score wns slU) . led, Unfortunately,
Iho Mul e . "go! tentative low. rds
the end," mUl O'Url en, She suggested lhe Mnles hogon |o 'pl a y
more cautiously hccouso "a couple
of pooplo wioro playing with four
fouls'," Or "mnyb o wo just ran out

eighth place marks respectively in
slalom. The team as a whole left
the carnival weekend finishing in
eighth place overall, j ust behind
rivals Bates and St. Lawrence.
Skiing being an event which
requires significant travel time, and
takes place during the first academic week of the second semester,
the Colby squad was not able to
compete at full strength. With one
member out due to illness, the
women's team was only able to
race three skiers and the men's
team has been without their senior
captain due to injury for the entire
season.
Godomsky looks forward to the
future output of his men's team.
"We have a solid core of skiers
here; racing two juniors (Noah
Siebeck-Smith
and
Thomas
Richardson),
a
sophomore
(Kristian Knights), and three freshmen (Warner Nickerson, Tyler
Rowe, and Saunders)," the coach
said with genuine optimism.
Both teams look forward to positive future results as the carnival
season winds down with Williams
and Middlebury in coming weekends and individuals strive
towards qualifying for Nationals.

of gas, Bowdoin is a more talented
team than us,"
The Polar Bears capitalized on
the Mules' mistakes, In the last five
minutes of the game, "they went on
a little run that we couldn 't
answer," said co-captain Christine
O'PonneJl '02.
Although obviously disappointed over the Joss, the Mules are
happy with the way th ey played,
Through out the season, the Mules
had had trouble connecting as a
team on tlie court, They fee) this
game has proved they've overcome
this problem.
"I think we played really really
well up until the lost eight minutes
of Jh e game," sol d co-captain Katy
J„nwson '02 , "Its on e of the best
gam es we played as a team,"
"Its close to the pest game we
played a)) season, " agreed
O'Ponn ell.
7'he Muje s face Amhers t ond
Trinity n ext, Thoy must w)n al least
ope game In order to potentially
qual ify for th e NPSCAC tournam ent, Jf they win Polh games, ^C Y
will definitely cju olify,
"Thor o is a lot of p ressure," sold
hawson, ''It'll he tough, hut I'm
really looking forward (o It,"
"I' m roody ponfidont wo » .p
going to win hoi )) gomes, " 8o)d
O'Ponnell, ,
"If wo play iho way wo played
agnJnst Howdoln (his weekend, wa
should win both giums/' sa id
O'lirl . n,
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Nordic Ski team "wax" to a
better finish on me second day :
By E. DREW McKECHNIE

said captain Anna Carlson '03.
This resulted in a better performance on the second day and a
positive all-around feeling heading back to Colby.
"We appeared to have a noticeable advantage over the other
teams during warm-ups with
regard to 'waxing,' and this
proved to be a psychological motivator for the team entering
Saturday's race," said Carlson.

ASSISTANT LAYOUT EDITOR ;

The men and women's Nordic
ski team traveled to the Oak Hill
Cross Country Center in Hanover,
New Hampshire February 8 and 9
to join the Alpine squad to compete in the ski competitions at one
of the oldest winter carnivals on
the East Coast - the 92nd Annual
Dartmouth Winter Carnival.
Differing from their Alpine
counterpart, the Nordic team
started the slower on Friday and
finished with strong improvement
on Saturday. "Expectations are
never high heading into a meet
during the first week of the second
semester, as it is usually difficult
getting back into the daily rhythm,
we usually tend to see an
improvement on the second day
over the first, as we did this past
weekend," said coach Tracey Cote.
Unfortunately, the weekend
was structured as a 'pursuit' style
race series and the Colby skiers
had to start Saturday's race where
they finished on Friday. "After a
slow start on our first day, we met
as a team Friday night to discuss
Saturday's races and to refbcus,"

Waxing or applying different
types of wax to the base of skis is
something each team does to
improve the skis' response to an
athlete's movements. The chal-
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against Bowdoin was very tightly
contested
and ended
with
Bowdoin leading 31-30 . At the
start of the second half, the teams
traded baskets until Strahorn took
over the game, scoring 11 straight
points and spearheading a 15-0
run that gave Colby a 59-44 lead
and put the game out of reach.
This was a huge win for the
White Mules, tipping their overall
record to 10-12, but more importantl y giving them three wins in
the very tight NESCAC race. The
win moves them to a tie for 5th in
the conference, along with
Amherst an d _\ifts, The win also
gave Colby a share of the CBB
ti tle.

Coach Roy Dow referred to the
Bowdoin victory as a "wonderful
team achievement," and "as good
as any Colby victory in recent
years."
The Mules were lead by
Strahorn, who absolutely torched
the Morrell Gymnasium nets for
43 points on 15 of 20 shooting
from the field. He went five of
eight from three-point range and
eight of nine from the free-throw
line in his 37 minutes of action.
When aske d ab out Strahorn 's
performan ce, Dow was quick to
point out that the victory was a
tota l team effort, but stated,
"Given the season situation, the
CBB at stake, and the earlier deci-

lenging thing about waxing is that
the wax needs to be the proper
consistency to give the skis strong
grip and good kick on the uphill
sections of the course while at the
same time providing glide and
avoiding drag on the downhill
y
sections.
Individual success was also
highlighted as men's co-captain
Chris Cogbill '02 placed 24th. iri
the Men's 10K Classical Pursuit
with a two-day time of 1:03:0213.
On the women's team, Carlson
placed 33rd in the Women's 10K
Classical Pursuit with a time of
1:18:11.0 , moving up eleven spots
after coming in 44th on Friday. 7
Teammates Sarah Getchell '0.4,
Anna Carvill '03, Jordon Burke
'04, and Kate Durda '05 all moved
up six or more places from tMfr
finishing times on. the first day!
Colby's improvement stood out as
they joined Dartmouth as the only
two, women's teams from which
every member had faster times on
the second day.
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sive loss to Bowdoin, his performance within a total team victory
was simply outstanding, ranking
with any other." For his phenomenal play, Strahorn has been named
the NESCAC Player of the Week.
Although Strahorn was the
only Mule in double figures, the
rest of the squad made big contributions in other areas. Loukes
cleared 10 rebounds and had four
assists, while ' Patrick McGowan
'05 added five rebounds and three
steals from his point guard position.
Coming off the b en ch , Jared
Cushman '05 added eigh t points,
including two of three from
behind the arc, As a team, Colby

shot 55 percent from the field and?
54 percent from the three-point
line on a Bowdoin defense ranked
2nd in the conference in scoring
defense.
*• ~ *
The win over Bowdoin gave meMules control of their own
NESCAC p layoff destiny. They
need to muster up one win in the
upcoming weekend against either
Trinity (Friday) or Amhersf.
(Saturd ay) to guarantee a playoff
appearance.
The wins will not come easif y
though, as Trinity is currentl y
ranked 1st in the conference and
Amherst, the preseason league
favorite, boasts a 15-6 overall
record . Wins in both ga mes could

JESS KNIGHT POWERS COLBY
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Mew 's Volleybol ! of to solid start

Squash looks to build

on succoss

Devastator of the Wael.
Rob Saunders '0/5

P9Q0 7

pa ge 7

pago 7
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